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Challenges & Solutions
The undeniable kerb-appeal of this luxury 

residential development is testament to the 

design capabilities of the modern methods of 

construction used throughout the build and the 

quality of workmanship involved. 

The architect’s ambitious concept design called 

for a modern and sleek interpretation of the 

surrounding vernacular to satisfy planning 

requirements. The vision is clearly represented 

by the multiple challenging interfaces; including 

large expanses of glazing, cantilevered balconies 

and rooftop garden spaces which represented 

an important consideration within the design of 

the main structure and supporting steel frame 

systems. 

In order to comply with the latest building 
regulations for residential buildings over 18m 
in height, topping out at 9 storeys, Regal 
London also needed to ensure that all façade 
materials met with the requirement for non-
combustibility, with a minimum EN13501-1 rating 
of A2, including the balconies.

Project Background
In partnership with leading global investment firm KKR, Regal London recently 
completed a strategic new site at 340a Clapham Road, SW9, situated between 
Stockwell and Clapham North. Previously a brownfield site (tool hire depot), the 
site has been completely transformed into a vibrant mixed use, residential-led 
development, totalling 94,740 sq ft and will deliver 62 one, two and three-
bedroom apartments spread over nine floors. The ground and lower ground 
floors also comprise approximately 18,250 ft² of flexible commercial space. 
Planning permission was granted in June 2017 following a collaborative 
working relationship with the London Borough of Lambeth and the 
project reached its completion in 2021.

With a high quality and contemporary design, both of which are hallmarks of Regal London 

schemes, the development perfectly complements the surrounding streetscape of new build and 

period properties, featuring a subtle interplay of façade materials including brick, aluminium and 

glass installed by Buildtherm Services.  Ideally located for commuters, an established network 

of transport links is within easy reach of the development, with Stockwell Underground 

Station just 0.2miles away, as well as Clapham North Underground Station and Clapham 

High Street Overground Station both within a short walk. A thriving social and leisure 

scene is also nearby, led by the bars, pubs, restaurants and cafes, as well as a selection of 

amenities, in situ along the lively Clapham High Street and its surrounds. 
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Details of Products & Systems
Steel Frame Systems 
Forming a reliable framework for building, Ash & 
Lacy’s component supply, structural stud and track 
system, suits both infill and oversail steel frame 
systems. 

NaturAL-X Brick Cladding

Over 3000m2 of A1 rated, BBA-certified NaturAL-X 
brick cladding has been installed across several 
new elevations, with the architect having selected 
3 different brick finishes to satisfy planning 
requirements, specifying subtle and muted tones 
including a textured dark, smooth off-white, and 
glazed white. As well as varying the colours and 
textures of the brick cladding, hundreds of bespoke 
cut and bonded return bricks were manufactured 
to suit the angular interfaces at balcony levels. 

VariAL CF-2 Aluminium Cladding

Set back from the main brick façade, the top two 
floors featuring luxurious penthouse apartments 
are clad in A2-rated VariAL-CF2 concealed-fix 
3mm aluminium cassettes, with a powder coated 
finish produced to Qualicoat standards. This CWCT 
tested, A2 rated rainscreen system is designed to 
accommodate large format vertically orientated 
modules, as well as complex details such as soffits, 
verges and goalpost details; making it eminently 
suitable for the balcony fascia areas too.  
Concealed fixings located in the panel joints are 
colour coated to match the panels, delivering an 
uninterrupted aesthetic. VariAL-CF2 allows  
panels to be demounted, removed and  
replaced, without causing any detriment  
to the surrounding areas.

  The project design also called for elements of flexibly orientated brick 

coursing, with soldier courses, stack bonded and soffit return sections featuring 

at ground level and interspersed within the columns and beams stretching 

acrooss the front elevation. The adaptability of NaturAL-X allows for modern 

interpretation of brickwork design to be easily integrated using standard components.
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